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1. INTRODUCTION 
A. Pfister proved in 1966 the following theorem [14, Satz 211: Let K be 
a field and let a, ,..., aR, b be elements of K* such that b is positive with 
respect to every ordering of K in which all ai are positive. Then 
b = c cga3 ..a a> 
i 
c*> 
with i = (i1 ,..., ZJ running through all multi-indices with coordinates 0 or 1 
and with coefficients ci which are sums of squares. In the special case I = 1, 
a, = 1, this is Artin’s well known theorem that totally positive elements are 
sums of squares [ 1, Satz 11, and in fact Pfister deduces his theorem from 
Artin’s theorem. He then uses this result in his study of the torsion elements 
of the Witt ring W(K). 
Throughout the present paper we work in the category of (not necessarily 
noetherian) semilocal rings with involution. We always denote by A such a 
ring and by JA its involution. The image of an element X of A under jA 
will be denoted by > and the norm Xx will be denoted by N(h). Further the 
subring of all X in A with h = x will be denoted by A,. Of course A, will be 
equipped with the trivial involution, i.e., the identity. The case A = A,, is 
allowed, and is in fact in the center of our interest. 
In a recent paper [lo] A. Rosenberg, R. Ware, and the present author 
introduced the notion of a signature of A. A signature u of A is a 
homomorphism from the group A,* of units of A, to (&l> such that 
o( - 1) = - 1 and the following holds true: If  a, ,. . ., a, are units of A,, with 
4%) = .*. = ~(a,) = 1 then also o(b) = 1 for every unit b of the form 
b =N(/\,)a,+ ***+iV(h,)a,. 
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(It suffices to demand this for Y = 4, and under very mild restrictions on A 
even for r = 2, cf. [IO, Proposition 2.43. If A is a field then the signatures 
correspond uniquely to the orderings of A, for which aIJ. norms N(X) with A 
in A* are positive [IO, 2.71, and for many problems -n semilocaJ rings the 
signatures seem to be the right substitute for the orderings in the fieid case, 
cf. [101, ia m. 
Now the following question is quite natural: Let a, ,..., a, be units of A, ) 
and let b be a further unit of A, such that for every signature u of A with 
4-4 = ... = ~(a,) = 1 also o(b) = 1. Can then b be expressed by aI P.~~, a, 
in a similar way as 4n Pfister’s theorem ? 
This problem (and in fact a sJightIy more general problem) has been solved 
in [lo, Section 4] in the special case that the involution J,, is tracique, which 
means that there exists some p in A with p + p = 1. We have shown in 
this case that b has again a presentation (*) with sums of norms as 
coefficients ci . 
In Section 2 of the present paper the problem will be solved for-up to very 
mild restrictions-arbitrary semilocal rings. 
We shall obtain for b an expression (*) with slightly more comphcated 
coefficients ci; just sums of norms will not suffice [Theorem 2.5]. 
implies in particular that the ring A is nonreal, i.e., A has no signatures, if 
and only if -1 is a sum of norms [Corollary 2.71. 
In Section 3 we prove for nonreal A in the case of trivial involution a result 
on the level of A, which by definition is the least number of norms (= squares) 
needed to represent ---I, thus giving a first answer to a question posed in 
D, P. wl. 
Pn Section 4 we characterize the units b of A,, of the form (*) with sums of 
norms as coefficients ci . They are precisely the units b which he in the 
subring of A, generated by N(A) and a, ,..., a, , and which have value o(b) = 1. 
for every signature G of A with ‘~(a~) = .*. = ~(a~) = 1 [Theorem 4.11. 
In Section 5 an attack is made toward a characterization of the units 
b = clal + .‘. + c,a, (““) 
with sums of norms ci , where again the units a, ,.IS, a, of A, are given 
We introduce the “semisignatures” of A. These are maps from A,* to (-&I) 
which are no longer multiplicative but else fuhih similar conditions as the 
signatures. If 2 is a unit in A and all residue class fields of A, have more than 
3 elements, then we prove that the units b of A, of the form (**) are precisely 
the units with value G(b) = 1 for every semisignature u of A with 
o(a,) zzz .** = a(a,) = 1 [Corollary 5.101. In the case of fields with trivial 
involution the semisignatures correspond uniquely to the quadratic semi- 
orderings studied by Prestel [15] and Brocker [4], and then our result is 
already implicitely contained in [IS] and expliciteiy in [4]. 
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Our paper closes with a criterion involving semisignatures, that some 
multiple n x E of a given hermitian space E over A is isotropic 
([Theorem 5.131, cf. [4, 2.121 in the field case). 
We adopt throughout the notations of [lo] with the following exceptions: 
Our semilocal ring with involution is denoted by A instead of (A, IA). 
A hermitian space E over A is a free-instead of a projective-A-module of 
finite rank equipped with a nondegenerate hermitian form, and W(A) 
denotes the Witt ring of these spaces, i.e., the ring denoted in [IO] by 
WF(A7 J/d 
We call two hermitian spaces E, F over A equivalent, and write E -F, 
if they have the same image [E] = [F] in W(A). If A has trivial involution 
(JA = id.) then th e h ermitian spaces over A are also called bilinear spaces. 
If again A has trivial involution a quadratic space over A is defined as a free 
module of finite rank over A equipped with a non-degenerate quadratic form, 
and Wq(A) denotes the Witt group of these spaces, which is a module over 
W(A). We call two quadratic spaces E, F over A equivalent, and write E - F, 
if they have the same image in Wq(A). We usually denote the quadratic 
form of a quadratic space by q, and the associated bilinear form 
q(x + y) - q(x) - q(y) by B(x, y). The hermitian form of a hermitian 
space E will usually be denoted by CD, and the values @(x, x) with x in E 
will be denoted by n(x). 
The approach chosen in the present paper is-with the exception of some 
parts of Section 5-in some sense an inversion of Pfister’s procedure. We try 
to apply as much as possible known results about hermitian and quadratic 
forms and in particular about the Witt ring W(A). We use the theory of 
Witt rings developed in [ll], the elementary theory of signatures developed 
in Sections 2 and 3 of [lo], and the theory of Pfister forms as far as contained 
in [5]. We further apply two cancellation theorems which will be stated now. 
Assume that A has trivial involution. 
PRQPOSITION 1.1. Let Fl , F,, G be quadratic spaces ovey A with 
Fl 1 G G Fz I G. Then Fl g F, . Thus two quadratic spaces over A are 
isomorphic if they aye equivalent and have the same rank. ([8]; cf. also [12], 
where a much stronger theorem is proved.) 
For a bilinear space E over A we denote by g(E) the norm group of E. 
This is the additive subgroup of A generated by all values a(x) with x in E. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let Fl , F, , G be bilinear spaces over A with 
Fl 1 G g F2 I G. Assume further that g(G) is contained in g(F,) n g(F,), and 
that there exists at least one vector x in Fl with n(x) = 2a, a E A*. Then 
Fl G F, ([9, 6.1.31, cf. [13, 93:14a] for A a discrete valuation ying}. 
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We shall also need the following consequence of Proposition 1.2. 
ROPOSTION 1.3 [cf. 9, 6.2.1]. Let M and iV be rnet~b~~ic spaces OVM A, 
i.e., o~t~Qg~~~1 sums of binary bilinear spaces of type (“I i). Assume further that n/B 
Yeprewzts a number 2a with a in A*, and that A4 and N hal;e the same rank ad 
the same Norm group. Then N E N. 
If  the involution JA is tracique nearly everything proved in the Sections 2 
and 4 is already contained in [lo, Section 43. In fact Section 4 of [LO] is a good 
introduction to the present paper, since in principle the same method is used 
but less machinery about forms is needed than in the general case. 
2. DESCRIP-I-10~ OF THE SETS .W(.M) 
Throughout this paper A is a fixed semilocal ring with involution, and k 
denotes a fixed natural number (in particular h >, 1) sucla that 4h - 1 and 
2h - 1 are units in A. For example choose h as the product of all odd prime 
numbers which occur as characteristics of fields A/%X with $3 a maximal 
ideal of A, if there are any such prime numbers, and else choose h = 1. That 
2A - 1 is a unit will not be needed before Section 4. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let a, ,..., a, and b be zknits of A, . Assume there exists 
a natural number m such that mb lies in the semiring which is generated in A, by 
the set oj norms N(A), the set of elements x2 + xy + y2h with x, y  ikz A, , amd 
“1 ,~.., a, 7 in other words 
nab =xcia:...a> 
with i = (il ,..., i,) running through the multi-indices with coordinates 0 ot 1 and 
coejgcients ci which are sums of elements N(X)(xz + xy + y%) with h in A and x, 
y  i~ A, . Let D be a signature of A with o(alj = ..~ = a(anj = 1. Then also 
o(b) = 5. 
PYOO$ For x and y  in A, we have 
2(x2 + xy + y2h) = (x + y)” + x2 + (2h - 1) y”* 
Thus 2m& has the form 
with sums of norms L& . Suppose CT is a signature with u(alj = .‘. = @(an) = 1 
but o(b) = -1. 
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Then the equation 
b = (2m - 1)(--b) + c d,a,z’ ... a: 
i 
yields o(b) = 1, which is a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
As in [lo, Section 41 we use the following notations: For any signature (T 
of A we denote by T(U) the group of all a in A,* with G(U) = 1. For Y a set 
of signatures we denote by I’(Y) the intersection of all r(a) with D in Y, with 
the convention r(4) = A, *. For M a nonempty subset of A,* we denote by 
V(M) the set of all signatures (r of A with U(M) = {l}, and by a(M) the ideal 
of W(A) generated by the hermitian spaces (1, -a) with a running through M. 
We want to describe for given M the set TV(M) and the ideal [a(M)]“‘” 
consisting of all x in W(A) such that some power x+” lies in a(M). These 
two problems are connected by part (iii) of the following 
LEMMA 2.2. Let M be a nonempty subset of A,* and N denote the subgroup 
of A,* genaated by M and the set of unit norms N(A*). Let b denote a further 
unit of A, . 
(i) a(M) = a(N). 
(ii) If [(l, -b)] E a(M), then b EN. 
(iii) b lies in IT(M) if and only if [(l, -b)] ties in [a(M)]“/“. 
Proof. The units a of A,* with [(l, -a)] E a(M) form a group since 
(1, -4 L (4 0 (1, -4) - (1, --al4 
for a, , a2 in A,,*. This implies the first assertion. Assume now 
[( 1, -b)] E a(M). Then 
(1, -4 - 1 (4 0 (1, -4 
i=l 
with some a, in M and ci in A,*. Computing the signed determinant of both 
sides we obtain (b) g (ala, .‘. a,). Thus b lies in N, and the second assertion 
is proved. Finally we obtain from the prime ideal theory of W(A) developed 
in [ll], that [a(M)]llm is the set of all classes [E] with dim E even and o(E) = 0 
for all signatures o vanishing on a(M). Since the set of these signatures is 
V(M), assertion (iii) is now evident. Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 2.3. 
(a) Let M be a nonempty subset of A,,*. We call M saturated if M is a 
subgroup of A,* and the following holds true: If a, ,..., a, are elements of M 
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and A, ,..., A, are elements of A such that 
b : = N(hl) a, + ... + iv@,) a, 
is a unit, then also 6 E M. We call M strictly saturated if M again is a subgroup 
of A,* and M contains with elements a, ,..., a, also every unit b of the form 
b = i N(h,)(x,” + xiyi + yi”h)ai 
i=l 
(hi in A; xi ) yi in A,). 
(b) For an arbitrary nonempty subset M we denote by ll?! the smallest 
saturated subset of A,* containing M and by l@ the smallest strictly saturated 
subset of A,* containing M. Clearly 1%’ is the intersection of the semiring 
generated by M and N(A) with A,,*, and l@ is the intersection of the semiring 
generated by M, N(A), and the set of elements x2 + xy + JJ% with A,*. 
We have A?I C A?. We call l@ the satwation of M and a the strict s~t~~~t~o~ 
of M. According to Proposition 2.1 (with m = I) the set l@ is contained In 
W(M). 
THEOREM 2.4. Assume that A, has no maximal ideal m with A,/m G F, ~ 
Assume further in the case of nontrivial involution (JA # id) that A has no 
maximal ideal %!I with A/‘%8 g F, . Then for an arbitrary nonempty subset M 
of A,* we have [a(M)]+ = a(m). 
Proof. l@ C W(M) and thus a(@) C [a(M)]“‘” by Lemma 2.2. We now 
shall prove the opposite inclusion a(&$) 3 [a(M)]+- We first consider the 
case JA = id. Let z be an arbitrary element of [a( )]l’“. Since ~(A)/~(M) 
is an abstract Witt ring for an abelian group of exponent 2 [cf. IO, 4.151, there 
exists some natural number m with 2?z E a(M) [II]. Thus 
with elements ai of M and ui of W(A). We now consider the quadratic Pfister 
space 
P:=2” X (1,a,)@..*@(I,a,)@j: 
Here [i i] denotes the quadratic space of rank 2 with basis e, ) Q and 
&> = 1, q(e2) = h, We1 , e2> = 1. Notice that [: 3 is indeed a space 
since 4h - I E A*. Clearly x lies in the annullator b in W(A) of the element 
[F] of W&4) represented by F. Now it has been proved in IS;, Section 4] 
that under our assumption about A the ideal b of IV(A) is generated by the 
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classes [(l, -c)] with c running through the set D”(F) of units represented 
by F. Clearly D*(F) C I@, and thus x E a(@. 
We now consider the case JA # id. For any nonempty subset S of A,* 
we denote by a,(S) the ideal of W(A,) generated by the bilinear spaces (1, -s) 
with s in S and by S’ the strict saturation of S with respect to A,, instead of A. 
The natural map from &‘(A,) to W(A) is surjective and has under our 
assumptions about A the kernel a,(N(A*)) [IO, Proposition 2.51. Thus the 
pre-image of a(M) in W(A,) is a,(T) with T := M u N(A*). Now 
[d W’” = G’Y, as we have already proved. Applying the natural map 
from W(A,) onto W(A) we obtain the equation [a(M)]liW = a(T’). Clearly 
T’ C a, hence [a(M)]l@ C a(%‘). Q.E.D. 
Theorem 2.4 gives in the case M = (1) a description of the ml radical of 
W(A), which by [ll] coincides with the set I(A), of torsion elements of even 
dimension. 
By Lemma 2.2 we obtain from Theorem 2.4 that the sets W(M) and @ 
coincide. We shall now give a second proof of this fact, which works under 
weaker assumptions about A (cf. proof of Theorem 4.8 in [lo]). 
THEOREM 2.5. Assume either A has trivial involution OY that A has no 
maximal ideal !IX such that one of the following exceptional cases occurs: 
(a) A/m s F, OT F, , 
(b) 1D1 is stable under JA , A/% z F4 , A,/!73 n A, g F, . 
Let M be a nonempty subset of A,,*, and b be a further unit of A,, . Then the 
following are equivalent 
(i) u(b) = 1 for every signature u of A with a(M) = 1. 
(ii) b has a presentation 
b = i a&V(hi)(x62 + xiyti +yi2h) 
i=l 
with elements Xi in A; xi , yi in A, , and products ai of elements of M. 
(iii) 2b has a presentation 
2b = i a,rV(&) 
i=l 
with elements hi in A, and products ai of elements of M. 
(iv) There exists a natural number m such that mb has a presentation as 
in (iii). 
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.&ooJ The implication (ii) a (iii) is clear from the equation 
2(x2 + xy + hy2) = (x + y)” + x2 + (2% - 1) y2. 
The implication (iii) 3 (iv) is trivial, and (iv) * (i) follows from 
Proposition 2.1. We now prove (i) 3 (ii). We first consider the case of trivial 
involution. Let b be an element of TV(M). Then there exists a finite subset 
n/r, = (al ,..*, a,> of M such that b is already contained in IT’(M& as has 
been shown in [lo] on p. 231 above by a simple topological argument. All 
signatures of A vanish on the bilinear space (1, 4) @ (1, a,) 8 ..~ @ (1, a,), 
thus, as proved in Ill], there exists a natural number Y with 
2’ x (1, -b) @ (1, a,> @ ‘.. 0 (1, a,> ,- 0. 
Then also the quadratic space 
is equivalent to zero. Consider the Pfister space 
F := 2' x (1, a,> 0 ... @ (1, a,> 0 
We have (1, --b) @F N 0, hence F N (b) OF, and by Proposition 1.1 
even F g (b) @F. Thus b is represented by F, and b fulfills an equation as 
indicated in (ii). 
We finally deal with the case JA # id. Our assumptions about A then 
imply that the signatures 5: A,* --> (+I} of A are preciseiy the signatures o 
of A, with o(N(A*)) = (11, cf. [ll, Corollary 2.61. Thus denoting the 
operations r, V with respect to A, instead of A by J’, , V, , we have 
Iv(M) = rovo(M u Ai( 
and applying (i) + (ii) to A, and the set M v  N(A*j we obtain the implicative 
(i) + (ii) in the general case. 
Remarks 2.6. Our proof shows that-under the assumptions of 
Theorem 2.5 about A-every b in i@ has a presentation 
b = 2 N(h,) ai(xiz + xiyi + yi%) 
&1 
with units h, of A, elements xi , yi of A, and products a, of elements of M. 
It also should be noticed that by Theorem 2.5 the set l@ does not depend 
on our choice of 12. If  2 is a unit in A then 2 and + are sums of squares in A, 
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and then the equivalence of the statements (ii) and (iii) in Theorem 2.5 
means l@ = ti. 
We call the ring A with involution nonreal, if A has no signatures. 
Theorem 2.5 implies the following criterion for A to be nonreal: 
COROLLARY 2.7. Let A fulfill the assumptions made in Theorem 2.5. Then 
the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) A is nonreal. 
(ii) There exists an equation 
-1 = N(A,) + *.* + N(X,) 
with Xi in A. 
Proof. (ii) =+ (i) is evident. Assume now that A is nonreal. Then applying 
Theorem 2.5 with M = (1) and b = -1 we obtain an equation 
and then 
-2 = i N(&) 
i=l 
-1 = 1 + 2 N(h,). Q.E.D. 
i=l 
Another consequence of Theorem 2.5 is the following: 
COROLLARY 2.8. Let C be a semilocal ring with involution containing A 
as a subring and with Jc extending JA . Assume that the assumptions made 
about A in Theorem 2.5 me now fulfilled for C. Let o be a signature of A. Then G 
can not be extended to C ;f and only ay there exists an equation 
with elements hi of C and units ai of A, fuljlling o(a,) = **a = u(aT) = 1. 
Proof. Apply Theorem 2.5 to the ring C, the set M of all units of A,, with 
c(a) = 1, and b = - 1, proceeding as in the proof of Corollary 2.7. 
3. A REMARK ON THE LEVEL OF A NONREZAL SEMILOCAL RING 
In this section we have to assume that the involution of our semilocal 
ring A is trivial. This restriction seems to be necessary at this moment since 
up to now no cancellation theorem analogous to Proposition 1.2 has been 
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established in the unitary case. Assume that A is nonreal. Then we know 
from [I l] that IS’(A) is a 2-torsion group. We further know from Corollary 1.7 
that -1 is a sum of squares in A. As usual we call the smallest number of 
squares needed to represent -1 the level s(ia) of 14. The goal of this section 
is to prove. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let 2* denote the order of the unit eZement 0-J W(A). Then 
2t-2 < s(A) < 2. 
Remarks. If  2 is a unit in A then s(A) = T-l, as has been shown by 
Baeza in [2]. I f  A is a local ring and 2 is not a unit in A then it is known from 
IS, Section 31 that s(A) is a number of the form 2’ or 2’ - I. Thus 
Proposition 2.4 implies in this case that s(A) has one of the four values 2”, 
2t _ 1 p-1 p1 - 1 
‘Fhe’ineqiality s(A) > 2t-s in Proposition 3.1 is easily established. Nothing 
has to be proved for t = 1. Let t >, 2 and suppose s(A) < ZF. Then the 
space IF2 x (I) represents -1 and thus -1 is a norm of similarity of this 
Pfister space [5, Theorem lS.d]. We obtain 
2t-1 x (1) z 2”-2 x (1, 1) - 0, 
which contradicts the definition of t. Thus s(A) > P-2. 
To prove the other inequality in Proposition 3.1 we need the foIlowing 
lemma, which deserves independent interest. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let A be a semilocal rirzg with triviaI involutiolz ad F be a 
bilinear space over A with 2’” x P - 0 for some n 3 2. Then II*+3 x P is 
~orno~pk~~ to 2” X F @ (I, -1) and in particular metabolic. 
Proof- Let E denote the space 2” x F. The quadratic space E @ [i 3 is 
equivalent to zero, and thus by Proposition 1.1. 
with P := dim E and [y i] the quadratic hyperbolic plane. Passing to the 
associated bilinear spaces we obtain 
Now the following isomorphy is easily verified: 
1 (-1) 5% (1,2h - 1, (212 - I)(1 - 412)). 
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(Pass from a basis x, y, x of the left hand side corresponding to the indicated 
matrices to an orthogonal basis x + x, y + x, w. Notice that 2h - 1 is a unit.) 
Thus 
2 x (-1) i (f lhj z (1, --1,2h - 1, (2h - l)(l - 4h)). 
Multiplying by -E we obtain 
2xEL4 ;js E @ (1, -1, 1 - 2h, (2h - 1)(4h - 1)). 
Now the natural numbers 2h - 1 and 4h - 1 are sums of four squares by 
Lagrange’s theorem, and are units of A. Since E has as a factor the Pfister 
space 4 x (1) the elements 2h - 1 and 4h - 1 are norms of similarity of E, 




1 o gg E @(l, -1, 1, -1). 
Now 
(1, --I, 1, -1) sz (1, -1) I (; 
as is easily seen (pass from a basis x, y, x, w corresponding to the left hand side 
to a basis x’, y, z - w, w - x, with x’ orthogonal to the other three vectors}. 
Thus finally 
2xElrx ((: A)--E@(l,--l)lr x (; ;j. 
We now show that the space E @ (1, -1) represents the number 2. Then we 
obtain from Proposition 1.2 
2 x Es E@(l, -1) 
which is the desired assertion. 
Let er ,..., e, be an arbitrary basis of F and let ai denote the value n(eJ. 
Applying some results about metabolic spaces proved in [9, Section 31 we see 
[9, 3.1.3 and 3.1.11, and then 
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p,3.4.1]. Thus E @ (1, -1) contains a hyperbolic plane (“I t) which represents 
the number 2. QED. 
Now we are able to prove the remaining inequality s(A) < 2t of 
Proposition 3.1. If  t = 1, then 2 x (1) - 0, and considering the signed 
determinant of 2 x (1) we see (1) g (-1). Thus s(A) = 1 = Zt-re Assume 
i >, 2. Then we can apply Lemma 3.2 to the space F = (1) and obtain 
2-1 x (1) z 2t x (1) 12t x (-1). 
Proposition 1.2 yieids 
2t x (1) g 2t x (-1). 
Thus - 1 is a sum of 2$ squares. 
4. DI~SCRRIPTI~N OF THE SATURATIONS ll2 
Up to the end of the paper the subring of A, generated by the set N(A) of 
enoted by B, and for any nonempty subset M of A,* the ring 
generated in A, by N(A) and M is denoted by B[M]. Clearly the saturation il% 
(cf. 2.3) is contained in B[M], and I@ is also contained in IV(M). Througlmut 
this section we assume that in the case JA # id all jields Ao/m with 11~ a 
maximal ideal of A, have at least four elements. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let M be a nonempty subset of A,*. Then 
i@ = I’V(M) n B[M]. 
1s. other terms, for every unit .!I of A, the following properties are e2~~va~e~t~ 
(i) b = i a,N(&) 
ial 
with elements Xi of A and products a, of elements oj M. 
(ii) b lies in B[M] and u(b) = 1 for every s&ature CT of A witk 
c(M) = (1). 
Remark. If  j, is tracique then B = A, and we essentially obtain 
Theorem 4.8 of [lo]. (In [IO] no assumptions about the fields A&u are 
needed at this place.) 
Proof C$ Theorem 4.1. Let b be an element lying in TV(M) and B[M]. 
We have to show that b lies in l&. We first consider the case JA = z’d. There 
exists a finite subset Ml = {a, ,..., a,> of IU such that b lies already in 
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.ZV(MJ n B[MJ, cf. [lo, p. 2311. The bilinear space (1, --6) @ (1, ar) @ ... 
@ (1, a,) is nilpotent in W(A), since all signatures vanish on this space. 
According to [ll] and Lemma 3.2 there exists a ntaural number n such that 
2” x (1, -b) @ (1, ar) @ ... @ (1, a,) 
is metabolic. Let F denote the Pfister space 2% x (1, a,) @ .*. @ (1, a,). 
This space has the norm group B[M,]. Now b lies in S[MJ, and ba is a unit 
of B[MJ. Thus b is a unit of B[M,], and the space (6) @F has also the norm 
group B[M,]. We obtain from Proposition 1.3 
(b) OF l. (-1) OF GE F I (--F), 
since both spaces are metabolic, have the same rank and norm group, and 
represent the number -2. Then Proposition 1.2 yields (b) @F s F. Thus b 
is represented by F and lies in l@. 
To prove b E A?l in the case Ja # id we need the following lemma, which 
will be proved afterwards. 
LEMMA 4.2. The &g B is already generated by N(A*) and the set A,2 of 
squares in A, . 
Let P denote the set M u N(A*) and let I’,, , V,, denote the operations r, 
V with respect to A, instead of A. We have IV(M) = I’,V,,(P) by 
[lo, Corollary 2.61. Furthermore B[M] coincides with the ring generated in 
A,, by P and A,,2 by Lemma 4.2. Thus, as we have already proved, b lies in 
the saturation of P with respect to A, . A fortiori b lies in A?l. 
It remains to prove Lemma 4.2. Let B’ denote the subring of A, generated 
by A02 and N(A*). We have to show N(h) E B’ for a given element h of A. 
Since all fields Ao/m have more than 3 elements, there exists a unit a of A, 
with a + 1 and a z$ -1 mod M for all maximal ideals m of A,, and then 
there exists a unit E of A with E + --X and E $ -a2h mod 9X for all maximal 
ideals 9X of A. Thus X + E and ah + a-% are units, and 
(a2 - 1) N(/\) = N(aX + a-%) - N(h + c) - N(a-It-) + N(E) 
lies in B’. Now a2 - 1 is a unit in A,, , and thus by an argument already 
used aa - 1 is a unit of B. We see that N(X) lies in B’. This completes the 
proof of Lemma 4.2 and Theorem 4.1. 
Remark 4.3. Our proof yields also that every element b of Ii? has a 
presentation 
with units ei of A, elements ci of A,, and products ai of elements of M. 
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As an application of Theorem 3.1 we describe the saturated sets which 
contain - 1. 
COROLLARY 4.4. The saturated subsets M of A,* which co&& -1 
corresponds amiqzcely to the subrings D oj A,, which colatain by the relations 
M = II*, D = B[Aq. 
Proof. (i) Let D be a subring of A, containing B. C!early 
-1 and is saturated. We now prove B[D*] = D. Let d be an arbitrary 
element of D. We can find some a in A, such that for every maximal ideal m 
of ia0 we have a E B modm if d z 0 mod-in and a G @ modm if 
d E 1 mod m. The element d + a2 is a unit of A, ) and thus also a unit of D, 
since A, is integral over D. Thus d = (d + a2> - a2 &es in B[D*]. 
(ii) Let now M be a saturated subset of A,* containing -1. Then 
rv(M) = A()*> and applying Theorem 4.1 we obtain 
M = A = A,* n B[M] = B[M]*, QED. 
We close this section with two characterizations of the subgroups F(G) of 
A,* corresponding to the signatures (T of A. 
eoROL.LARY 4.5. (i) Let M be a saturated subset oj A,* which does not 
contain -1 and is maximal with respect to these prope-&es. Then there exists 
a signature o of A with M = F(a). 
(ii) Assume in the case JA = id that all$elds A&t have at least 3 elements 
and-as always in this section-in the case J;1 f  id that all A& have at least 
4 elements. Let M be a saturated subgroup of A,* with (A,* : ) = 2. Then 
again there exists a signature c with M = T(a). 
Proof. (i) It suffices to show that there exists a signature g with M C F(O). 
Suppose this is not true. Then TV(M) = Ao*, and Theorem 4.1 implies 
M = A,* n B[M] = B[M]*. 
This is a contradiction, since -1 $ M. 
(ii) We choose a unit a in A,* which does not he in M. Then 
.A$” = M w aM. By part (i) of our corollary, which has already been ved, 
it suffices to show that -1 does not lie in M. Suppose --Ii G M. OW 
assumption about the fields A&t and the Chinese remainder theorem it is 
possible to find elements b, , b, of A, such that c := b12 + b,2 is a unit and 
also a + c is a unit. Now either a -j- c = m or a + c = am with some 
element m of M. In the first case we obtain a = m - c E iI&, which is a 
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contradiction. In the second case we obtain a(m - 1) = c E M. This implies 
that m - 1 is a unit and then m - 1 E M. We again arrive at the contradiction 
a E M. Thus - 1 does not lie in M. Q.E.D. 
5. SEMISIGNATIJRE~ 
Let M be a subset of A,*. How can we characterize the set of units of A,, 
which are finite sums N()I,) a, + *.. + N(&.) a, with ai in M and ;li in A ? 
This problem has been solved in the previous section in the special case that 
MA:’ is a subgroup of A ,,*. An analogous characterization should be 
possible in the general case using “semisignatures” instead of signatures 
(see definition below). 
We denote by Q(A) the group A,*/N(A*) which can be interpreted as the 
group of isomorphy classes of hermitian spaces of rank one over A. The 
canonical map from Q(A) to W(A) is injective, as can be seen by use of the 
signed determinant. We regard Q(A) as a subgroup of W(A)*. 
DEFINITION 5.1. A semisignature of A is an additive map from W(A) to 2 
which on Q(A) only takes values &l. 
Since Q(A) generates the ring W(A) additively, a semisignature cr is 
uniquely determined by its restriction to Q(A). For a space (a) of rank one 
we shortly write o(a) instead of cr([a)]). W e usually identify a semisignature G 
with the corresponding map a H a(a) from A,,* to {&l>. We have 
0(-a) = -u(a) for every unit a of A, , since (a) J- (-a) N 0. 
LEMMA 5.2. Every semisignature D of A has the following property (S,) 
foreveryr >2.(S,):Ifa,,...,a,areunitsofA,witha(a,) = *a* =a(a,) =l, 
and A, ,..., A, aye elements of A such that 
b := N(A,) a, + -*a + N(h,) a, 
k again a unit, then o(6) = 1. 
The proof is the same as in the special case of signatures,cf. [lo, p. 21 l-2121. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Assume A, is jield OY assume that A has no maximal 
ideal 9X such that either AjYJI z F2 OY A/9X g F, and A,,BJJ n A,, g F, . 
Let CT be a map from A,,* to {Al> with 0(-a) = -o(a) for all a in A,*. 
(i) I f  u fulfills (S,), then CT is a semisignature of A. 
(ii) Assume in addition that A has no ma&ma1 ideal B? with A/9X z F3 . 
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kQt U: A,," -+ (&I) be a semisignature of A, ) and assume ~(a) = 0(aN(E)) 
for every a in A0 * and E irz A*. Then u is a sem~signa~u~e oJ” A. 
PYOO$ The first assertion follows immediately from the description of 
W(A) as a quotient of the group ring Z@(A)] in [I 1, Theorem I .E6(iii)]. 
The second one follows from the fact, that the natural map from W(A,) to 
W(A) is sujective and that under our assumptions the kernel of this map is 
additively generated by the spaces (a, -aVie)) with a in A,* and E in A” 
[IO, Proposition 2.51. ED. 
Rerna& 5.4. Assume A is a field with trivial involution. A ~~a~~a~c 
semiordering of A is by definition a total ordering < of the additive group of A 
such that a < b implies a2 < bc” for a, b in A and c in A* [4, 151. 
Proposition 5.3(i) the quadratic semiorderings < of A correspond uniquely 
to the semisignatures c of A, the correspondence being given by 
u(a) = 1 0 a > 0 (a E is+). 
~e~a~~ 5.5. Let A, ,...) A, be semilocal rings with involution, let C 
denote their product A, x ... x At , and let@,: C --f Ai denote the canonical 
projections. Then it is not difficult to show that for every semisignature 
0: c,* -a- (& 13 of C there exists a unique index j with 1 < j < t and a unique 
semisignature 7: AjX, + ($1) of Aj such that u(a) = T(pj(a)) for every a 
in CO*. According to this fact the reader may assume in a11 the following 
proofs without loss of generality that the semilocal ring A with involution 
is connected. 
PRQPOSITION 5.6. Let a, ,...) a, , and b be units ofA, , and let m be a natural 
number such that 
mb = alcl + ... + a,c, 
with coeficients ci , which are sums of products N(X)(x2 + xy + y%) with X in A 
and x, y  iti A,. Then fog every semisignature o of A zuith ~(a~) = *.. = 
~(a,) = 1 also o(b) = 1. 
This can be proved as Proposition 2.1. We now state the main result of 
this section. 
THEOREM 5.7. Assume that A,, has no maximal ideal m with A,~m g 
Assume furthm in the case of nontrivial involution, &at A has no maximal ide 
with A/%X z F, . Let M be a nonempty subset of A,* and b be a unit 0)” A, . 
Then the following are equivalent: 
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(i) For every semisignature (J of A with a(M) = (1) also o(b) = 1. 
(ii) b has a presentation 
b = C N(X,)(x,” + xiyi -J- yi2h)ai 
i=l 
with some Y > 1 and elements hi of A, xi and y, of A,, , and a, of M. 
(iii) 2b has a presentation 
2b = i N(h,)ai 
$4 
with some Y 2 1 and Xi in A, ai in M. 
(iv) There exists a natural number m such that mb has a presentation 
as in (iii). 
In this theorem the implication (ii) * (iii) is easy to prove (cf. proof of 
Theorem2.5), ( ) ( ) t iii * iv is rivial, and (iv) * (i) follows fromProposition 5.6. 
It remains to prove (i) +- (ii). For this we need the following lemma, which is 
a consequence of a “transversality theorem” proved in [3]. 
LEMMA 5.8. Assume that all$elds A& have at least 3 elements. Let E be 
a quadratic space over A, , and let E = FI 1 F, be an orthogonal decomposition 
with summands Fi of ran@ 2 2. Further let x be a primitive vector of E, i.e., 
x g mE for evtiy maximal ideal m of E. Then there exist vectors yI in FI and 
y2 isF2 with q(x) = q(x) + q(yJ andq(y,), 4(y2) both u&s. 
The idea in the proof of this lemma is to move the vector x by a proper 
automorphism 0 E O+(E) such that CT(X) becomes transversal to our decom- 
position of E, i.e., u(x) = yr + y2 with each yi in Fi and q(yJ a unit. Since 
the canonical map 
O+(E) --f n O+(E/?nE) 
m 
with m running through the finitely many maximal ideals of A, is surjective 
[8], it suffices to solve this problem in the field case. See [3] for the details, 
as soon as this paper has appeared. 
For any nonempty subset T of A,* we denote by f  the set of all units of A, 
which are finite sums of elements N(E)(x~ + xy + y2h)a with a in T, c in A*, 
and x, y  in A,, . Let M be our nonempty subset of A,* in Theorem 5.7, and 
assume that b is a unit of A, not contained in i@. We want to find a semi- 
signature (T of A with a(M) = (1) and o(b) = -1. Then the remaining part 
(i) * (ii) of Theorem 5.7 will be proved. 
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We show that there exists a subset S of A,* with 
MC S, b + s, s = s, s n (-S) = m, s w (4) = A,? 
Then the map u: A,* -+ (fl) defined by ~(a) = I if a E S, and ~(a) = -1 
if hi E -S, is a semisignature of A with the desired property. Indeed, for 
elements oEl , aa of S also any unit c12f.zr + c22ag with C1 , C2 in Aa iies In S. 
Thus by part (i) of Proposition 5.3 a is a semisignature of A, ) and then by 
part (ii) af the same proposition G is even a semisignature of A. 
Let N denote the set (MU (A})“, and let U denote the set (I)‘, i.e., 
the set of all units in A, , which are sums of elements N(E)(x” + xy + y2A) 
with E in A* and x, y  in A, . It follows from Lemma 5.8 that every element 
of N has the form x - by with x in @ and y  in U. We want to show 
iv n (-AT) = a. Suppose this is not true. Then we have an equation 
XI - by, = --x2 + by, 
with x1 , xa in i@, and yr , ya in U. From 
we obtain by Lemma 5.8 an equation xa - by, = 0 with X, in l@ and y3 in U. 
This implies that b lies in l@ contrary to our assumption. Thus 
Nn (--AT> = ,B. 
By Zorn’s lemma there exists a maximal subset S of A,* fuulfilling the 
following conditions: 
NC s, s = s, Sn(-S) = M. 
We now show that in addition S v (-S) = A,*, and thus S fulfills ail our 
requests. Assume a is a unit of A, not contained in -S. Let T denote the 
set (S u (a])“, which by Lemma 5.8 consists of units x -+- ay with x in S andy 
in U. Suppose T n 4-T) # @. Then we see as above that --a lies in S, 
which is a contradiction. Thus T n (-T) = @ ) and by the maximality of S 
we have T = S, i.e., a E S. This finishes the proof of Theorem 5.7. 
As in previous sections we may add the following remark, which is evident 
by our proof of Theorem 5.7. 
i%mxk 5.9. Let A fulfill the assumptions made in Theorem 5.7, and 
let b be a unit of A, having the equivalent properties (i)-(iv) of Theorem 5.7. 
Then the presentations of 6 respectively 2b indicated there can be chosen in 
such a way that in addition the Xi are units of A. 
If  2 is a unit of A then the implication (i) =s (iii) of Theorem 5.7 reads 
as follows. 
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COROLLARY 5.10. Assume 2 is a unit of A. Assume further in the case of 
nontrivial involution that no residue class field A/@2 has only 3 elements. Let M 
be a nonempty subset of A,* and b be a unit of A,, such that for every semi- 
signature o of A with o(M) = {I} also o(b) = 1. Then 
(*I 
with some r > 1, a, in M, and Ai in A (even in A*). (cf. [4, Sate 2.101 in the 
case that A is a jield with trivial involution.) 
For a general semilocal ring A with involution it seems to be reasonable to 
conjecture that a unit b of A, has a presentation (*) if u(b) = 1 for every 
semisignature u with o(M) = (1) and in addition b lies in the B-submodule 
of A,, generated by M. (Recall that B is the subring of A, generated by N(A)). 
Up to now I have not been able to prove this. 
We call an hermitian space E over A weakly isotropic, if m x E is isotropic 
for some natural number m, i.e., m x E contains a primitive vector x with 
n(x) = 0, and we call E strongly anisotropic if E is not weakly isotropic. 
The goal of the last part of this section is to develop a criterion for spaces 
to be weakly isotropic using semisignatures {cf. [4,2.14] in the case of fields). 
LEMMA 5.11. Let o be a semisignature of A and E be an hermitian space 
over A. Then [ u(B)[ < dim E. If  E is weakly isotropic, then [ o(E)1 < 
dim E - 2. 
Proof. We may assume o(l) = 1, replacing CJ by --(r if this is not the case. 
The space E 1. (1) is proper, i.e., represents units. Thus 
E .l (1) GZ (a, ,..., a,+,) 
with some units aa of A,,* and n = dim E, cf. [ll, Lemma 1.121. We have 
a(E) + 1 = 44 + p.0 + +,+J < n + 1, t*> 
and thus o(E) < n. Applying this to the space -Ewe obtain a(E) > -n. 
Assume now that a multiple Y x E is isotropic. Then Y x E contains a 
metabolic plane and thus Y x E NF with dimF < nr. We obtain 
Y j o(E)1 = [ cr(F)[ < dimF < nr 
and thus j o(E)/ < n. We also see from (*) that o(E) = n mod 2. This 
implies 1 o(E)] < n - 2. Q.E.D. 
We call Epositive dejinite with respect to a semisignature (T if a(E) = dim E, 
negative definite if u(E) = -dim B, and indejnite if 1 a(E)/ < dim E. 
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Clearly a proper space is positive definite if and only if o(b) = 1 for every 
unit b represented by E. For arbitrary spaces we bave 
LEMMA 5.12. Let CT be a semisignature of A and let -Q denote the value o(I), 
q = &I. A hermitian space over A is positive dejnite with respect to G if and 
only if u(b) = 1 for every unit b represented by the space E 1 (q>. 
ProoJ Let F denote the space E J- (q), which is proper. We have 
a(E) = dim E if and only if o(F) = dim F, and this holds true if and only if 
G(b) = 1 for every unit b represented by F. “ED. 
y  isotropic space is by Lemma 5.11 indefinite with respect to eve17 
semisignature of A. 
THEQREM 5.13. Assume al2 residue class$elds A&I have at ieast 3 elements. 
Assume further in the case of nontrivial involutioion that all residue ckassjelds A/ 
have at least 4 elements. Let E be an hermitian space over A which is i~de~~~e 
with reqect to all semisignatures of A. Then E is weakly isotropic. 
For the proof we need the following: 
LEMMA 5.14. Let F be a bilinear space over A, such that tke quadratic space 
F @ [: 3 over A, is isotropic. Then also the space 6 x F is isotropic. 
Proof [i i] has a free basis e, , es with g(e,) = B(e, ) e,) = 1 and 
g(eJ = h. Let x @ e, + y  @ e2 be a primitive isotropic vector of if; @ [: A]* 
Then 
(CD is the bilinear form of F, and n(z) = @(x, z)~> ~~u~tiply~ng the equation 
by 2 we obtain 
n(x + y) + n(x) + (2h - I) n(y) = 8. 
- 1 is a sum of 4 squares, this proves 6 x P to be is 
Let E be a strongly anisotropic hermitian space over A. We now show that 
there exists a semisignature (T of A such that E is positive definite with respect 
to 5. Then Theorem 5.13 will be proved. 
We first choose a bilinear space F over A, such that @ g F Ba, A. This is 
always possible: If  E is proper then E is an orthogonal sum of spaces (a), 
with a in AO*, and if E is improper then E is an orthogonal sum of spaces 
(i i) with a, b in A, and I - 4ab E A,*. Since E is strongly anisotropic, 
every bilinear space F @ (NE, ,..., NE,) with Y 3 1 and units ci of A is 
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anisotropic over A,, , and we see from Lemma 5.14 that also every quadratic 
space 
is anisotropic. Let N be the union of the sets of units represented by these 
quadratic spaces. Clearly N n (-N) = o and N = m with # having the 
same meaning as in the proof of Theorem 5.7. We see from Remark 5.9-or 
directly from the proof of Theorem 5.7, that there exists at least one semi- 
signature u of A with a(N) = (1). W e c aim 1 that E is positive definite with 
respect to cr. Regarding (r also as a semisignature of A, we have o(E) = a(F), 
and thus it suffices to show that F is positive definite with respect to o. 
Let 7 denote the value a(l). By Lemma 5.12 we have to consider the units of 
A, represented by F J- (7). Let 
b = n(x) + 7)s 
be such a unit with x in F and c in A,. By Lemma 5.8 there exists a unit u 
represented by F @ [i 3 and a unit z, represented by [i i] such that 
b = u + ?jw. 
Since u lies in N we have a(u) = 1, and by Proposition 5.6 we also have 
o(yv) = 1. Thus (r(6) = 1, and F is positive definite with respect to o 
according to Lemma 5.12. This completes the proof of Theorem 5.13. 
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